
  

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JAMMU  

  

Date: 20 August, 2021Assignment-2  

CLASS-III                                                                                                         

SUBJECT: EVS  

TOPIC: WATER AND US (LESSON -7) 
Based on your understanding of the E-Lectures-cum-PPT’S, video links 

and other e-resources shared with you, answer the following 

questions.  
 

I. Give one word answer for the following questions:          (4-marks)  

 

1. Big tanks in which water is collected.  

 

2. Springs that contain minerals.  

 

3. A utensil used to store water.  

 

4. River on which Delhi is developed.  

 

 

II. Fill in the blanks:- (4-marks)  

 

1.Water is purified by big machines called _______.  

 

2.The water which goes into the soil is called ________ water.  

 

3.The germs in water cause diseases like _____ and ________.  

 



4.Kolkata is developed on the river _______.  

 

III. We should not waste water, instead try to save every drop. Write 

any four ways by which you can save water.  (2-marks)  

  

➢ YouTube link   

 

        https://youtu.be/T-QimFDbgi4  

 

 

 

 

Topic: Plants And Animals Need Water (Chapter.8)  

 

I. Give one word answer for the following:-                (4Marks)                                           

  

1. The main source of water on the earth.  

2. A plant that grow in water.  3. It need water 

to make food.  

4. It showers water on its body with its trunk.   

     II. Fill in the blanks:-                                                         (4 Marks)                         

1. Plants get water from the _______________.  

2. Plants that live in water are called ___________________.  

3. __________ drink water from rivers, lakes and ponds.   

4. ___________ and __________ need very little water.   

https://youtu.be/T-QimFDbgi4


III. Write the names of major dams of India.                        ( 2 Marks)          

Paste pictures in your notebooks.                                  

       

You-tube Link:  

https://youtu.be/Z15nVEKt-Eo  

Note:  

1. Due Date of submission:27August,2021 

2.Send your answers here: 

 

A.(Class III A-D)      to Ms. Rose Mary         

 

  Email:                     rm5432q@gmail.com  

 

B.(Class III E-H)     to Ms. Meenu Gupta 

 

 Email:                      :meenugupta33424@gmail.com 

 

C. (Class III I-L) to Ms.Radhika Gambhir   

 

  Email:                    :sandeeprainajammu@rediffmail.com%0a%0a 

 

2. Students must mention their name, class/section and date in 

their assignments. 

3. Your assignment will be marked for internal/Term assessments. 

Therefore, it is necessary for you to submit it on time. 

https://youtu.be/Z15nVEKt-Eo%20%0a%0a
mailto:rm5432q@gmail.com


  


